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Abstract—In software-defined networking, flow tables of
OpenFlow switches are implemented by ternary content addressable memory (TCAM). Although TCAM can process input packets in high speed, it is a scarce and expensive resource providing
only a few thousands of rule entries on a network switch. Rules
caching is a technique to solve the TCAM capacity problem.
However, the rule dependency problem is a challenging issue for
wildcard rules caching where packets can mismatch rules. In
this paper, we use a cover-set approach to solve the rule dependency problem and cache important rules to TCAM. We also
propose a rule cache replacement algorithm considering the temporal and spatial traffic localities. Simulation results show that our
algorithms have better cache hit ratio than previous works.
Index Terms—Software-defined-networking, TCAM, rule
dependency problem, wildcard rules caching algorithm, cache
replacement algorithm.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

OFTWARE-Defined Networking (SDN) is a promising
network architecture that enables the network control with
more efficiency and flexibility. In the recent network architecture, decision of routing path and packet forwarding both
happen in switches or routers. The switches or routers must
encapsulate and decapsulate packets constantly. Therefore, they
cannot utilize their network bandwidth efficiently. Besides, network administrator needs to set up switches or routers one by
one while adjusting customized network protocols. The feature of SDN is decoupling control components from underlying
devices, dividing network into control plane and data plane.
Because the controller manages and operates a network from
a global view of the network, it can utilize network bandwidth
efficiently or facilitate customized protocol updating [1]–[3].
There are many available controller platforms implemented
by different programming languages (e.g. NOX, Floodlight, or
Ryu) [4]–[6]. However, SDN requires a common method for
the controller to communicate with underlying devices. One
such mechanism, OpenFlow [7], lets the controller or network
administrator remotely control routing table (flow table). The
controller will find routing path for each flow, and install rules
in the flow tables of the corresponding OpenFlow switches
or routers. Each flow table entry consists of three fields (i.e.
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match, actions, and counters). The match field determines
which packets can match the rules. Once a packet matches
a rule, the OpenFlow device will apply actions in actions
field to the packet. Otherwise, the packet will be dropped or
sent to the controller by default rule. Counters field is used
when controller desires statistics of the network such as link
bandwidth or error rate.
In the de facto industry standard, the flow table is implemented by TCAM [8], [9]. TCAM is a high-speed memory
which can match packet headers against stored entries in parallel. The controller can install exact-match rules or wildcardmatch rules in the TCAM [7], [10]. Although TCAM can match
packet headers with rules in the wire speed, network devices are
equipped with limited TCAM size because they are expensive
hardware and extremely power-hungry [11], [12].
Previous work on TCAM size capacity problem falls into
three main categories, packet classification compression [13],
[11], rules distribution along traffic route [14]–[16], and rules
caching [17]–[21], [23] respectively. Packet classification compression techniques would merge two combinable rules into
a new wildcard rule. So, we can get another semantically
equivalent smaller packet classification. In rules distribution
along traffic route, we distribute safety rules across the network according to routing policies to reduce the requirement of
a large flow table. In the rules caching system, the most popular
rules are cached in the small TCAM, while relying on software
to handle the small amount of “cache miss” traffic. Thus, the
application in the control plane can have the abstraction of arbitrarily large flow table in the OpenFlow switch. In this paper, we
focus on the rules caching system.
In the rules caching system, since wildcard rules may overlap
with each other in the field space, packet classification policy
assigns different priorities to different rules to avoid conflicts. If
one packet matches multiple rules in a flow table, the OpenFlow
switch will apply the actions on the highest priority matched
rule to the packet. Unfortunately, the rule dependency problem
needs to be solved in the wildcard rule caching system [17],
[19]. For example, a high-priority rule and a low-priority rule
overlap with each other in the field space. The rule dependency
problem is that if we only cache the low-priority rule in the
TCAM, the packets falling in the overlapping regions of field
space would incorrectly match the low-priority rule (because
these packets should match the high-priority rule). To maintain
the semantic correctness of packet matching, extra cache cost is
inevitable.
Here, we propose a wildcard rules caching algorithm and a
rule cache replacement (RCR) algorithm. Our wildcard rules
caching algorithm will cache the frequently matched wildcard
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rules with less extra cache cost. After caching wildcard rules
in the TCAM, once cache miss occurs, the RCR algorithm
would find victim rules and replace them with the cache miss
rule according to current temporal and spatial traffic localities.
This paper has following two contributions. First, the wildcard
rules caching algorithm can utilize the TCAM space more efficiently compared with the cover-set caching algorithm in [19].
Second, the RCR algorithm considering traffic locality would
maintain the hit ratio high. Simulation results show that our
wildcard rules caching algorithm performs better in cache hit
ratio than cover-set caching algorithm. And, the RCR algorithm gets higher cache hit ratio than least recently used (LRU)
algorithm, random replacement (RR) algorithm, and adaptive
replacement cache (ARC) algorithm [22].
We organize the rest of this paper as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the related works of wildcard rules caching. We
present our algorithms in Section III. Simulation results are
shown in Section IV. We conclude the paper in Section V.

the pivot bit are collected together in a new flow table. The rules
with 1 in the pivot are collected in another one. Rules with don’t
care (*) will be replicated in both of flow tables.
In [16], the authors divide the network policies into two
categories, Endpoint policies and Routing policies. Endpoint
policies specify ingress and egress points of the network for
each flow. In other words, Endpoint policies do not care
the detail network topology. Routing policies specify paths
between ingress and egress points for each flow. The authors in
[16] use linear programming scheme to distribute the Endpoint
policies along the traffic route as specified by routing policies. Therefore, a large packet classification can be shared by
switches in the traffic route. Nevertheless, only safety rules (e.g.
access control or modifying packet header) can be distributed
across the network. Safety rules must conform following two
conditions. First, the match field of the safety rule does not
specify a switch port. Second, there is no execution order in
the safety rules.

II. R ELATED W ORKS
Previous work on TCAM size capacity problem falls into
three main categories, packet classification compression, rules
distribution along traffic route and rules caching, respectively.
A. Packet Classification Compression
Packet classification compression tries to use less number
of TCAM entries to represent another semantically equivalent
packet classification [13]. The compression scheme proposed
in [13] can only be used in prefix classifier. Prefix classifier
is a kind of packet classification where each field of a rule’s
predicate is specified as a prefix. All the *’s are at the end
of the ternary string. Bit Weaving [11] is the first compression scheme for non-prefix packet classifiers. In Bit Weaving, if
match fields of two entries differ by only one bit and their action
fields are same, these two entries can be merged. The difference bit is replaced with a wildcard bit (*). We could either use
Bit Weaving alone or make Bit Weaving as a post-processing
routing to cope with other compression schemes. Nevertheless,
the network application or administrator cannot get statistics of
the original rule (e.g. flow count). The reason is that when we
combine two rules, both of their counter fields are also merged.
We can only get the combined statistics rather than separated
statistics of the original rule.
B. Distributing Rules Along Traffic Route
Generally, the size of a packet classification policy is much
larger than the capacity of an OpenFlow switch. The concept
of rules distribution along traffic route is decomposing a large
packet classification policy into smaller ones and then distributing them across the network. If packets enter the network, they
must traverse along their routes in the network to perform the
complete packet classification. In [15], the authors divide a
large packet classification policy into two smaller ones iteratively, named Pivot Bit Decomposition (PBD). PDB chooses
an appropriate bit in the field space as pivot bit. Rules with 0 in

C. Rules Caching
The idea of rule caching is to cache the important or needed
rules in the TCAM of the switches. In [20], the authors proposed a forwarding information base (FIB) caching scheme that
stores only non-overlapping FIB entries into the fast memory
(FIB cache) while storing the complete FIB in slow memory. FIB caching is different from traditional caching schemes
which may cause a cache-hiding problem. If a packet has a
matching prefix in the cache, it may not be the correct entry
for forwarding the packet if there is a longer matching prefix in
the full FIB. The proposed scheme can prevent the cache-hiding
problem. In [21], the authors aim to speed up the rule matching
of high entropy packet fields. The high entropy packet fields
are the values of packet fields which are frequently changed
from packet to packet flowing through a switch, like layer 4
port field. The proposed algorithm can support flow caching of
forwarding decisions including L4 headers, without requiring
every new forwarded transport connection to be handled by the
slow path. The authors in [23] studied the rule caching problem
to minimize the sum of remote controller processing cost and
TCAM occupation cost. One off-line algorithm and two on-line
algorithms were proposed in this paper.
The rule dependency problem is an important challenge for
wildcard rules caching. The rule dependency problem will
decrease the efficiency of wildcard rules caching. To solve the
rule dependency problem, the authors in [18] converts wildcard
rules to a set of new micro wildcard rules without overlapping.
In [17], the authors utilize the two-stage pipeline property of
flow tables in OpenFlow switch. They partition the full field
space into small hyper-rectangles or buckets which are nonoverlapping with each other. The OpenFlow switch will cache
the bucket matched by current packets in the first stage of flow
tables. At the same time, all wildcard rules falling in the field
space of the bucket are cached in the second stage of flow tables.
With such a bucket scheme, the control bandwidth can be saved
and the semantic correctness of packet matching can also be
complied.
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The authors in [19] proposed a cover-set concept to deal with
the rule dependency problem. The cover-set concept is that we
calculate new rules that cover these packets which would incorrectly match the low-priority rule. The authors find immediate
ancestors of the low-priority rule in a dependency graph as the
cover-sets of the low-priority rule, but the actions of cover-sets
are replaced with forward_to_SW_switch actions (forward to
software switch). The authors splice the long chains of dependent rules by creating cover-sets for each rule. Cover-sets can
help us to avoid caching high-weight rules along with lots of
low-weight dependent rules. For each un-cached rule R, the
authors calculate the ratio of the expected number of packets matching R to the number of required TCAM entries for
caching R as a contribution value of R and cache the rule which
has the maximum contribution value. The authors repeat above
steps to cache wildcard rules until there is no available TCAM
entry.
The shortcoming of the cover-set caching algorithm [19] is
that it only considers the contribution value of an individual rule
and cache the most one in each selection round. The algorithm
does not consider the accumulated contribution value for a set
of rules. In Section III, we will propose a wildcard rules caching
algorithm to cache a set of rules in each selection round. We
also propose a rule cache replacement algorithm considering
temporal and spatial traffic localities. Traffic locality can be
separated into temporal and spatial localities [25]. Temporal
locality is that if one rule is matched by current traffic, the rule
would be matched again soon after. Spatial locality is that the
traffic would concentrate at some block of the field space during
a short period.
III. A LGORITHMS
In this section, we present our wildcard rules caching algorithm and rule cache replacement algorithm considers the traffic
localities.
A. System Model and Problem Formulation
We use the hardware-software hybrid switch design proposed
in [19] as our switch prototype. Initially, we have a wildcard
rules set for rules caching. An example is shown in Fig. 1.
Here, we assume the priority order of the rules is R1 > R2 >
R3 > R4 > R5 > R6. Each rule has two match fields, Field
1 and Field 2, which are 3 bits wide. In fact, Field 1 and
Field 2 can be represented as the source IP address and destination IP address, respectively. The multi-dimensional space
expressed by the match fields of rules is called the field space
(FS). For example, Fig. 2(a) shows the wildcard rules in a twodimensional FS expressed by the Field 1 and Field 2. A direct
dependency exists between two rules if their FS overlap with
each other. Fig. 2(b) shows the rule dependency graph of the
rules in Fig. 2(a). For example, since the priority of R1 is higher
than R2 and their wildcard rules are overlap, we add a directed
edge from R1 to R2 to denote their dependency. In Fig. 2(b), if
rules R1 and R6 are selected to be cached in the TCAM, a coverset of the rule R6 (i.e. R6∗ ) will be cached in TCAM as shown
in Fig. 2(c). The cover-set R6∗ is used to forward a packet to the
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Fig. 1. Example of a packet classification policy with six wildcard rules.

Fig. 2. Wildcard rules distribution in the FS and the dependency graph of
wildcard rules in Fig. 1.

software switch if the packet matches the intersection of rules
R6 and R4. The content of cover set R6∗ in TCAM is shown in
Fig. 2(d).
In wildcard rules caching system, for each rule R, there is a
weight to represent the number of packets expected to match
the rule R(R.weight). Besides, there is also a cost to denote
the number of required TCAM entries for caching the rule
R(R.cost). Given a set of wildcard rules and the TCAM size,
wildcard rules caching algorithm would cache rules to maximize the total weight of the cached rules and do not overflow
the TCAM size. However, the problem can be reduced to an
all-neighbors knapsack problem which is an NP-hard problem
[19], [26]. So, we propose a heuristic algorithm for the wildcard
rules caching.
B. Wildcard Rules Caching Algorithm
Cover-set caching algorithm proposed in [19] calculates contribution value of each rule R. The contribution value of rule R
is defined as the ratio of R.weight to R.cost. The contribution value is a metric for caching rules. Cover-set caching
algorithm would iteratively calculate contribution value of each
un-cached rule and cache the rule which has the maximum contribution value until there is no available TCAM entry. For
example, Fig. 3(a) denotes a dependency graph of wildcard
rules in Fig. 1 and the weight of each rule. In general, the lower
priority rule has larger rule weight. Assume the TCAM size is
three. First, the cover-set caching algorithm would cache R6
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Algorithm 1. Calculate_ACV(R, Available_TCAM, k1 , k2 )

Fig. 3. Example of wildcard rules caching (TCAM size is three).

and its cover-set since R6 has the maximum contribution value
40/2. Then, the remaining TCAM entry is one. There are only
rules R1 and R4 can be further cached since both of R1.cost
and R4.cost are one. For R1.cost, since R1 does not have a
parent, we require only one TCAM entry for R1. For R4.cost,
we require one TCAM entry for R4 and another one for coverset of R4. However, the cover-set of R6 on edge < R4, R6 >
which is redundant and can be removed. Therefore, the contribution values of R1 and R4 are 5/1 and 10/1, respectively.
The cover-set caching algorithm caches R4 and then there is no
more TCAM entry for further rules caching. Fig. 3(b) shows the
result of the cover-set caching algorithm. The cover-set caching
algorithm only considers the contribution value of an individual
rule.
However, in our wildcard rules caching algorithm, we
consider the contribution value of a group of rules. For
each rule R, we would layer-by-layer combine its neighboring rules and then calculate the accumulated contribution
value from the rule R. For example, the individual contribution value of R5 is 35/2. However, when R5 combines
its neighbor R3, the accumulated contribution value is
(R5.weight + R3.weight) / (R5.cost + R3.cost) =
(35 + 35) / (2 + 1) = 70/3 which is larger than the contribution value of individual rule R6 (i.e. 40/2). So, we can cache
rules R5, R3 and cover-set of R3 at the same time. Fig. 3(c)
shows the result of our wildcard rules caching algorithm which
is better than the result of Fig. 3(b).
Our wildcard rules caching algorithm will calculate the accumulated contribution value for each un-cached rule. Then, we
cache a set of rules which contribute the maximum value.
We repeat the above steps until there is no remaining TCAM
entry. We divide the explanation of our wildcard rules caching
algorithm into two parts. First, we describe how to calculate accumulated contribution value for an un-cached rule in
Algorithm 1. Then, our overall wildcard rules caching algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.
We use Fig. 4 to illustrate how to calculate accumulated
contribution value for an un-cached rule. Assume the available TCAM size is 8. The accumulated contribution value
(ACV) for an un-cached rule R is the contribution value of
a set of rules (r ule_set) which are layer-by-layer collected
upwards from the rule R to the root in a dependency graph.
In other words, the accumulated contribution value of R is
layer-by-layer accumulated until the contribution value does
not increase. This procedure includes four steps. First, in each

Input: R: an un-cached rule; Avail_T C AM: available TCAM
size;
k1 : a constant denotes the maximum candidates array size;
k2 : a constant denotes the maximum number of layers;
Output: the final ACV and r ule_set of the rule R;
1. if R.cost ≤ Avail_T C AM then
2.
Mark the valid bit of R(R.isV alid) as true;
Let CMACV be the contribution value of individual
rule R;
3.
Heap sort the un-cached parents of R in decreasing
order based on their contribution value;
Choose the first k1 parents as the members of
Cand_arr [R];
4. else
5.
Mark the valid bit of R (R.isValid) as false and return;
6. end else
7. f lag ← tr ue; n Layer ← 1;
8. while (flag is true and nLayer ≤ k2 ) do
9.
for each candidate c in Cand_arr [] do
10.
if we can combine the candidate c and do not
overflow Avail_T C AM then
11.
Calculate the accumulated contribution value
by combining c;
Store the value in Cand_arr [c].AC V and
update Cand_arr [c].r ule_set
12.
end if
13.
end for
14.
Let h be a candidate whose ACV stored in
Cand_arr [h].AC V is maximum in the candidate array;
15.
if Cand_arr [h].AC V > C M AC V then
16.
Let Cand_arr [h].r ule_set be the contributive
candidates;
Update C M AC V ← Cand_arr [h].AC V ;
Update Cand_arr [R].r ule_set ← Cand_arr [h].
r ule_set;
17.
Heap sort the un-cached parents of the contributive
candidates;
Choose the first k1 parents as new candidates for the
next layer and n Layer + +;
18.
else
19.
Set flag as false;
20.
end else
21. end while
22. Let CMACV be the final ACV of the rule R;

layer, we calculate accumulated contribution values by combing candidates iteratively if it does not overflow the available
TCAM size (candidates are un-cached parent rules of lower
layer). And we store the accumulated contribution values in
a candidate array (Cand_arr []). For example, in Fig. 4(a),
there is only one rule R9 in the bottom layer (layer _0). Since
layer _0 is the bottom layer, we use the ratio of R9.weight
to R9.cost as the initial accumulated contribution value i.e.,
9/4. Note that, the R9.cost = 4 because we need one TCAM
entries for R9 and another three for cover-sets of R9. We store
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Algorithm 2. Wildcard_Rules_Caching_Algorithm(Policy,
Avail_T C AM, k3 )
Input: Policy: a set of wildcard rules; Avail_T C AM: TCAM
size;
k3 : at most k3 un-cached rules are chosen to calculate their
accumulated contribution value separately in each round.
Output: Cached: a set of cached rules
1. Initially, set affected region (AR) as empty set and let each
rule’s r ule_set be empty set.
2. f lag ← tr ue;
3. while (flag is true) do
4. We sort all un-cached rules in decreasing order by their
contribution values;
Choose the first k3 un-cached rules and store them in a
rules array (r ules_arr [])
5. for each rule R in r ules_arr [] do
6.
if R.r ule_set = φ or number of TCAM entries for
caching R.r ule_set > Avail_T C AM or R.r ule_set∩
A R = φ then
7.
Invoke calculate_ AC V (R, Avail_T C AM, k1 , k2 )
and store the return value in R;
8.
end if
9. end for
10. Among the rules which is in r ules_arr [] and whose
valid bit is true, we choose the rule which has the
largest accumulate contribution value as Rmax;
11. if we can find the Rmax then
12.
A R ← Rmax.r ule_set ∪ parents and children of
rules in Rmax.r ule_set;
13.
Cached ← Cached + Rmax.r ule_set;
14.
Avail_T C AM ← Avail_T C AM – number of
TCAM entries for caching Rmax.r ule_set;
15. else
16.
f lag ← f alse;
17. end else
18. end while

this value in Cand_arr [R9].AC V and insert the rule R9 in the
Cand_arr [R9].r ule_set.
Second, we choose the maximum ACV in the candidate array
and whose number of required TCAM entries is smaller than
the available TCAM size as the current maximum accumulated
contribution value (CMACV). The candidates which have a
contribution in C M AC V are contributive candidates. Initially,
the value of CMACV is −∞. In Fig. 4(a), the CMACV of
layer _0 is 9/4 and R9 is the contributive candidate. Third,
un-cached parents of the contributive candidates are new candidates for the next layer (upper layer). In Fig. 4(a), un-cached
parents of R9 are rules R6, R7 and R8. For R6.cost, we
need one TCAM entry for R6 and another one for the coverset of R6, but the cover-set of R9 on edge < R6, R9 > which
becomes redundant and can be removed. Thus, R6.cost = 1.
Since R6.weight = 6, the contribution value of R6 is 6/1.
Similarly, the contribution values of R7 and R8 are 7/2 and 8/1,
respectively. We sort these new candidates in decreasing order
according to their contribution values. Therefore, the order of
new candidates are R8, R6, and R7. Fourth, we combine the

Fig. 4. Layer-by-layer calculating the accumulated contribution value of the
rule R9. Available TCAM size is 8.

new candidates in order and accumulate their contribution values if the TCAM size is enough to store the candidate rules. We
continue above steps for the next layer (upper layer) until the
CMACV does not increase.
Fig. 4(b) demonstrates the procedure of calculating accumulated contribution value of R9 for its second layer (Layer _1).
The accumulated contribution value by combining candidate R8
is the ratio of (9 + 8) to (4 + 1) = 17/5 since R8.weight
and R8.cost are 8 and 1, respectively. Then, we calculate the
accumulated contribution value by further combining candidate
R6. The accumulated contribution value is the ratio of (17 + 6)
to (5 + 1) = 23/6 because R6.weight is 6 and R6.cost is
1. Then, we combine candidate R7 and get the accumulated
contribution value is the ratio of (23 + 7) to (6 + 0) = 30/6.
Note that, since the cover-sets of R6 and R8 are shared by R7,
we only require one TCAM entry for rule R7. Besides, the
cover-set on edge < R7, R9 > can be removed. Thus, there is
no entry cost to combine R7. After processing all candidates in
Layer _1, the CMACV becomes 30/6. And, rules R7, R6, and
R8 are the new contributive candidates. Then the un-cached parents of these contributive rules are new candidates for the next
layer (R4 and R5). Since the contribution values of R4 and R5
are 4/2 and 5/2, respectively, the order of next layer candidates
are R5 and R4.
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For the third layer (layer _2), as shown in Fig. 4(c), we
get that the accumulated contribution value by combining R5
is 35/8. When we further combine candidate R4, it overflows
the available TCAM si ze = 8. We cannot combine the candidate R4. However, the accumulated contribution value by
combining R5 is smaller than the CMACV. We cannot get a
larger accumulated contribution value in this layer. Our algorithm of calculating the accumulated contribution value of
R9 would terminate at layer _2. Therefore, for the un-cached
rule R9, when it combines with its neighboring rules R6, R7,
and R8, we get an accumulated contribution value = 30/6
which is larger than the contribution value of individual rule
R9 = 9/4.
Algorithm 1 shows the overall algorithm which calculates the
accumulated contribution value of an un-cached rule R and the
corresponding rule set. Avail_T C AM denotes the number of
available TCAM entries for rules caching. However, the running time for calculating the accumulated contribution value of
an un-cached rule could be high if we traverse an entire dependency graph. We use constant k1 to limit the maximum number
of candidates in each layer and constant k2 to limit the maximum number of layers we traverse. If the number of available
TCAM entries is enough for caching an individual rule R, the
contribution value of R is the CMACV in the first layer. Then,
the next layer’s candidates are in the decreasing order of their
contribution values (Lines 1-3). Otherwise, mark the valid bit of
R (R.isValid) as false and return (Lines 4-6). For each layer, we
calculate ACVs by combining candidates iteratively if it does
not overflow the available TCAM size (Lines 9-13). After processing all candidates, let h be a candidate whose ACV stored
in Cand_arr [h].AC V is maximum in the candidate array
(Line 14). If the candidate h exists and its ACV is larger than
the CMACV, algorithm 1 would update the CMACV and its corresponding rule set. The candidates which have contribution in
Cand_arr [h].AC V become the contributive candidates. The
un-cached parents of the contributive candidates are new candidates for the next layer (Lines 15-17). Otherwise, the algorithm
breaks the while loop and lets CMACV be the accumulated
contribution value of R (Lines 19-22).
Assume there are N rules in a packet classification policy. To calculate an individual rule’s contribution value (or
cost), we need to check the rule’s one-hop neighboring
rules whether are cached or not. There are O (N ) one-hop
neighbors for a rule. The time complexity of calculating an
individual rule’s contribution value (or cost) is O (N ). In
Algorithm 1, in a layer, every time we combine one candidate and calculate an ACV. In other words, we calculate ACVs
by adding candidates’ contribution value iteratively. There are
at most k1 candidates in a layer. The time complexity of
combining candidates in a layer is O (k1 ∗ N ). Then, we calculate O (N ) un-cached parents’ contribution values and do
heap sort for them in decreasing order. And we choose the
first k1 parents as new candidates for the next layer. The
time complexity of finding new candidates for the next layer
is O (N ∗ N + N log N + k1 ). Therefore, the total time complexity
 of each layer is O (k1 ∗ N + N ∗ N + N log N + k1 ) =
O N 2 . There are at most k2 layers in Algorithm 1. The time
 
complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(k2 ∗ N 2 ) = O N 2 .

TABLE I
T HE ACCUMULATED C ONTRIBUTION VALUE OF E ACH U NCACHED RULE
IN F IG . 4 ACROSS D IFFERENT ROUNDS OF O UR W ILDCARD RULES
C ACHING A LGORITHM

Fig. 5. The result of our wildcard rules caching algorithm in the example Fig. 4.

Our wildcard rules caching algorithm calculates accumulated contribution value of each un-cached rule by Algorithm 1.
Then, we cache a set of rules which has the maximum accumulated contribution value. The above steps are called a round
in our wildcard rules caching algorithm. We repeat rounds until
there is no remaining TCAM entry. For example, in Fig. 4, we
not only layer-by-layer calculate the accumulated contribution
value of R9, but also layer-by-layer calculate the other uncached rules’ accumulated contribution values separately with
Algorithm 1. Table I(a) lists the nine un-cached rules in Fig. 4
along with their ACV and r ule_set. Since R9 has the maximum
accumulated contribution value, we cache rules R6, R7, R8 and
R9 in the first round of our wildcard rules caching algorithm. In
the next round, the accumulated contribution value of each uncached rule is recalculated and shown in Table I(b). We cache
rules R2, R3 and R5 to TCAM and then there is no remaining TCAM entry for further rules caching. The result of our
wildcard rules caching algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.
The second part of our wildcard rules caching algorithm
is presented in Algorithm 2. The Policy is a set of wildcard rules for rules caching and Avail_T C AM is the TCAM
size. If we calculate the accumulated contribution values of all
un-cached rules in each round, the running time of our algorithm could be high. Thus, we choose at most k3 un-cached
rules and calculate their accumulated contribution values in
each round. The term Cached denotes the final set of cached
rules. We use affected region (AR) to represent a set of rules
which are dirty. A rule d which is cached in the previous
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round or whose contribution value (d.cost) would change
is the dirty rule. In other words, if an un-cached rule whose
r ule_set intersects with AR, we need to recalculate its accumulated contribution value. In each round of Algorithm 2, first,
we sort all un-cached rules in decreasing order according to
their contribution value and choose the first k3 un-cached rules
(Lines 3-4). Second, for the k3 un-cached rules, we invoke
Algorithm 1 to calculate their accumulated contribution values separately (Lines 5-9). Then, among the rules which are
the first k3 un-cached rules and whose valid bit is true, we
choose the rule which has the maximum accumulated contribution value as Rmax (Line 10). If more than one rule has
the same and maximum accumulated contribution value, we
choose the rule which has the least cost as Rmax. If we cannot find the Rmax rule, Algorithm 2 would stop caching rules
(Lines 15-18). Otherwise, we cache rules in Rmax.r ule_set
to TCAM and update residual Avail_T C AM and AR (Lines
11-14). Because we cache the rules in Rmax.r ule_set to
TCAM, only parents and children of rules in Rmax.r ule_set
can change their contribution value (cost). We include them
in AR (Line 12). Therefore, in the next round, not all the k3
un-cached rules need to invoke the Algorithm 1. Only those uncached rules whose r ule_set intersects with AR need to invoke
Algorithm 1 for calculating a new accumulated contribution
value. In other words, AR technique can help us to speed up our
algorithm.
In Algorithm 2, in the beginning of each round, we need to
calculate O (N ) un-cached rules’ contribution value and sort
them in the decreasing order. We store the first k3 un-cached
rules in a rules array. The time complexity of choosing the
first k3 un-cached rules is O (N ∗N + N log N + k3 ). Then,
we invoke Algorithm 1 at most k3 times for calculating their
accumulated contribution values separately. So, the time com
plexity of each round is O N ∗N + N log N + k3 + k3 ∗N 2 =
 2
O N . If the total TCAM size is T, there are at most T rounds.
The time
complexity
of our wildcard rules caching algorithm


is O N 2 T . In the cover-set caching algorithm [19], in each
round, they calculate O (N ) un-cached rules’ contribution value
and cache the rule with the maximum contribution value. There
are at most O (T ) rounds.
 Thetime complexity of the cover-set
caching algorithm is O N 2 T which is same as our wildcard
rules caching algorithm.
C. Rule Cache Replacement (RCR) Algorithm
After caching wildcard rules according to their weights, the
input packets can match rules either in the TCAM (cache)
or software switch. Once cache miss occurs, RCR algorithm
would replace victim cached rules with the cache miss rule. If
the cache hit ratio is high, we can avoid miss penalties. So,
the hit ratio is one of the most important metrics for measuring the speed of processing incoming packets of a switch. The
goal of the RCR algorithm is to increase the cache hit ratio. We
assign a counter for each rule to represent its temporal traffic
locality. Each rule R contains a 2-bit saturating counter value

localit y (R) =

allR

s cached neighbors

Algorithm 3. RCR Algorithm(Packets, Cached)
Input: Packets: a set of packets; Cached: a set of cached rules;
1. for each packet p in Packets do
2. if the rule R matched by p is in the TCAM (Cached) do
3.
R.value ← R.value + 1;
4. else
5.
Among all cached rules and whose R.value is 0, find
a victim rule V which can release the largest TCAM
entries. If we cannot find V, R.value ← R.value − 1
for all cached rules and repeat Line 5.
6.
Repeat the step in Line 5 until the number of released
TCAM entries is enough for the number of consumed
TCAM entries for caching R.
7.
Calculate locality(R) according to equation (1).
R.value ← rounding of locality(R) and then cache R to
the TCAM;
8.
end else
9. end for
10. return
(R.value). Once cache miss occurs, the RCR algorithm replaces
the victim cached rule which has the lowest value with the
cache miss rule. Then, set the cache miss rule’s value according to its neighboring rules’ values (considering spatial traffic
locality).
We present the RCR algorithm in Algorithm 3. The Packets
denote the input packet. We use Algorithm 2 to cache a set of
rules (Cached) to TCAM and set their values as zero before
feeding Packets. Once an input packet matches on the rule
which has been in the TCAM already, the rule’s value is
increased by one due to the cache hit (Lines 1-4). So, frequently
matched rules have a higher value than infrequent ones. If the
rule matched by the input packet is not in the TCAM, we call
the rule as the cache miss rule. We would find victim rules and
replace victim rules with the cached miss rule (Lines 5-6).
However, the number of released TCAM entries of a victim
rule may less than the number of consumed TCAM entries for
caching the cache miss rule. So, in Line 6, we would repeat
the step in Line 5 to find the other victim rules for further
releasing TCAM space. Then, we set the cache miss rule’s
value and cache it to the TCAM (Line 7). We use locality
computed by equation (1), shown at the bottom of the page,
to represent the cache miss rule’s spatial traffic locality. In
equation (1), if the cache miss rule R has neighboring rules,
its locality is computed as the ratio of its cached neighboring rules’ total value to the number of its neighboring rules.
Otherwise, its locality is one. Then, we set the cache miss
rule’s value as the rounding of equation (1). In other words,
a cache miss rule with high locality means that the current traffic locality may be close to the cache miss rule’s field space.
So, we assign a high value to the cache miss rule to keep it in
the TCAM.

Ri .value
,
number ofR s neighbors

i=0

1,
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if number of R s neighbors ! = 0
else

(1)
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TABLE II
T HE P OLICIES U SED IN O UR S IMULATION W ITH D IFFERENT N UMBER OF
E DGES AND M AXIMUM D EPTHS

Fig. 6. Example of cache replacement algorithm.

For example, Fig. 6 illustrates our RCR algorithm when an
input packet matches on the cache miss rule R4. Assume the
TCAM size is 8. Therefore, we must find victim cached rules
and replace them with the cache miss rule. In Fig. 6(a), we
would find rule R9 as the victim rule since its value is zero.
The TCAM space released by R9 is enough for caching the rule
R4 and its cover-set. So, we replace the victim rule with the
cache miss rule and set the cache miss rule’s value. The rule
R4’s cached neighbors are rules R2, R6, and R7. And, the rule
R4’s neighbors are rules R1, R2, R6, and R7. So, locality(R4) is
the ratio of (3 + 1 + 2) to (4) = 1.5 according to equation (1).
Then, the cache miss rule R4’s value is set as the rounding of
1.5 = 2. We show the result of the RCR algorithm in Fig. 6(b).
IV. S IMULATIONS
In this section, we present the simulations of our proposed
algorithms. First, we compare the experimental results of our
wildcard rules caching algorithm with the cover-set caching
algorithm in [19]. We evaluate the performance of each caching
algorithm in the cache hit ratio. Second, we compare our
RCR algorithm with LRU and RR algorithms which are typical cache replacement algorithms in memory management. We
also compare the RCR algorithm with ARC algorithm which
maintains two LRU lists that keep tracking of recently used elements and frequently used elements. Here, the cache hit ratio is
also used as the performance metric for the cache replacement
algorithms.
A. Simulation Environment
Since we cannot get a real data center traffic, we use
ClassBench [24] to generate synthetic rule policy with a different type of packet classification and implement it in C language.
ClassBench uses the real data center database to generate synthetic rule policy with the desired rule number and dependency.
To simulate a near real data center environment, ClassBench is a
good choice in simulations. In this simulation, we take the standard policy Access Control List, IP Chain and Firewall from the
seed files provided by ClassBench.
In our simulations, we use ClassBench’s filter set generator to generate six policies with different parameter files.
Each policy contains 10K rules that match on five space fields

(source/destination IP address, source/destination port and protocol number). Three of them are synthetic Access Control Lists
(ACLs) generated by acl2_seed and acl3_seed parameter files
in ClassBench. The other three policies are synthetic Fire Walls
(FWs) generated by fw1_seed, fw2_seed and fw3_seed
parameter files. Table II lists the six policies along with their
number of edges and maximum depth in the dependency
graph.
We generate input packets according to the wildcard rules’
field space sizes to analyze the cache hit ratios of our wildcard
rules caching algorithm and the cover-set caching algorithm.
The number of packets matching a rule is proportional to each
rule’s field space size. And, we let each rule’s traffic volume
is in a range (e.g. [1, 1,000]). That is, a rule with larger field
space size has a higher probability to be matched by more
packets than a rule with smaller field space size. In our simulations of wildcard rules caching algorithms, the maximum
TCAM capacity is 3K entries. And, the constants k1 , k2 , and
k3 for our wildcard rules caching algorithm are 60, 5 and 100,
respectively. On the other hand, in the simulations of cache
replacement algorithms, the TCAM capacity is 2K entries. We
first use our wildcard rules caching algorithm to cache rules to
TCAM. Then, we evaluate the RCR algorithm with LRU, RR,
and ARC algorithms by feeding input packets with different
traffic localities.
In the hardware-software hybrid switch system, the coverset algorithm is used before the traffic flow into the switches.
The cover-set algorithm fills the hardware TCAM (cache) with
the important wildcard rules which have higher weight values.
Thus, both of our algorithms 1 and 2 are invoked to cache
important wildcard rules to the TCAM before the traffic pass
through the switches. For 10,000 rules, algorithms 1 and 2
take less than 0.15 and 0.16 seconds to select 2,000 important
rules to a TCAM, respectively. When the traffic flow into the
switches, there may exist rule cache miss. Once the rule cache
miss occurs, our proposed cache replacement algorithm would
replace hardware rules with the software rules. Note that, the
rules exchange only occurs in the switches and the replacement
time is small.

B. Simulation Results
We first generate each rule’s traffic volume according to
its field space size to analyze the cache hit ratios of our
wildcard rules caching algorithm and the cover-set caching
algorithm. Let Ha and Hb denote the average cache hit ratio
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Fig. 7. Improvement ratio IR for various traffic volume ranges.
Fig. 9. The impact of k3 to our wildcard rules caching algorithm.

Fig. 8. Average cache hit ratio of six policies for different TCAM sizes.

of six policies performed by our caching algorithm and coverset caching algorithm, respectively. Let IR = (Ha − Hb ) / (Hb )
be improvement ratio of our algorithm to the cover-set algorithm. Fig. 7 shows the improvement ratio IR for various traffic
volume ranges. We found that our caching algorithm always
performs better than the cover-set caching algorithm for various traffic volume ranges. The average improvement ratio is
10%. The reason is that for each rule R, we calculate its accumulated contribution value by combining its neighboring rules
rather than the contribution value of individual R. While comparing with the cover-set caching algorithm, we take more rules
into consideration and reduce the cover-set overhead.
Fig. 8 shows the impact of different TCAM sizes to wildcard
rules caching algorithms where each rule’s traffic volume is in
the range [1, 10,000]. We average the cache hit ratios of six
policies and show in Fig. 8. We observe that when the number
of TCAM entries is less than 1K, there is no difference in the
performances of our proposed wildcard rules caching algorithm
and the cover-set caching algorithm. This is because both algorithms can cache default rules first due to these default rules
having much larger weight than general rules. When TCAM
size is larger than 1K, our caching algorithm performs much
better than the cover-set caching algorithm. Our wildcard rules
caching algorithm is suitable for rules caching when the TCAM
size is larger than 1,000.
In our wildcard rules caching algorithm, we use three constants: k1 , k2 and k3 to reduce the time complexity. We first
show the impact of k3 to the performance of our wildcard rules
caching algorithm in Fig. 9 where each rule’s traffic volume
is in the range [1, 10,000]. In each caching round, at most k3
un-cached rules are selected to calculate their ACVs. It is obvious that when k3 is larger, our caching algorithm consumes
more time complexity to get higher IR. The performance with

k3 = 100 is only 3% lower than the performance with k3 =
2,000. The constants k1 and k2 limit the Algorithm one traversing range in a dependency graph. We also evaluate our caching
algorithm for different k1 and k2 . The impact of k1 and k2 to
our caching algorithm is similar to k3 ’s. If we set k1 = 60 and
k3 = 100, the IR would increase until k2 is larger than 5. If we
set k2 = 5 and k3 = 100, the IR would increase until k1 is larger
than 60.
In the real network communications, there are temporal and
spatial traffic localities. However, the input packets generated
by the ClassBench trace generator only represents temporal
traffic locality and do not represent spatial traffic locality. So,
we generate extra spatial locality packets in the input packets to
evaluate the performances of different cache replacement algorithms. We use a spatial locality variable SL to limit the number
of extra generated spatial locality packets. First, we utilize the
ClassBench trace generator to generate 10K input packets for
a policy. Then, for each input packet p, we choose a random
number r which is computed as random() modulo SL. If the
input packet p matches on the rule R, we generate the r extra
packets which randomly match R or the neighboring rules of R.
And, we insert these r extra packets right behind the sequence
of the input packet p. Finally, we reform the sequence of p and
its extra packets by randomly arranging packets sequence for
every 4,000 packets. Since the performances of cache replacement algorithms in our six policies are similar, we take ACL3 as
an example for the following evaluations of cache replacement
algorithms. We feed our new input packets to ACL3 and show
the cache hit ratios of RCR algorithm with LRU, RR, and ARC
schemes in Fig. 10. RCR algorithm has higher cache hit ration
than LRU, RR, and ARC schemes. Since we randomly arrange
packets sequence for every 4,000 packets which is larger than
the TCAM si ze = 2, 000, the time interval of repetitive packets
may be larger than the TCAM size. LRU cannot keep temporal
traffic locality in the TCAM well. Thus, the cache hit ratio of
LRU is similar to RR. On the contrary, our algorithm and ARC
can keep track of temporal traffic locality, so they have better
performance than LRU.
Fig. 11 shows cache hit ratios of cache replacement algorithms for different TCAM sizes with SL = 20. When the
TCAM size is small, RCR algorithm performs much better than
LRU, RR, and ARC schemes because RCR algorithm considers not only temporal but also spatial traffic locality. The reason
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frequently used rules, its performance is close to RCR algorithm. When the size of random arrangement is small, the input
packets have high temporal traffic locality. The time interval of
repetitive packets would be small. The cache hit ratio of LRU
with small time interval of repetitive packets is better than the
large time interval of repetitive packets.
V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 10. Cache hit ratios of different cache replacement algorithms.

Fig. 11. Cache hit ratios of cache replacement algorithms for different TCAM
sizes.

Fig. 12. Cache hit ratios of cache replacement algorithms.

is that in the previous extra spatial packets generation, we randomly arrange the sequence of input packets for every 4,000
packets. The time interval of repetitive packets may be larger
than the TCAM size, so LRU cannot get high cache hit ratio
according to temporal traffic locality. ARC maintains an LRU
list containing frequently used elements, therefore it has higher
cache hit ratio than LRU. On the other hand, when the TCAM
size is large, the time interval of repetitive packets can be less
than the TCAM size. RCR algorithm and ARC have similar
cache hit ratios.
In Fig. 12, we randomly arrange packets sequence for various sizes of random arrangement and measure the cache hit
ratios. Since ARC can keep track of recently used rules and

In wildcard rules caching, the cover-set is an efficient skill to
solve rule dependency problem. Compared with the cover-set
caching algorithm, we calculate the accumulated contribution
value of a set of rules instead of the individual contribution
value of a rule. Therefore, the performance of our rules caching
algorithm is better than the cover-set caching one. Besides, we
propose an RCR algorithm to consider the traffic temporal and
spatial localities. If the cache miss occurs and the current traffic
locality is close to the missed rule, we replace a victim rule
with the cache miss rule and set a high value to the missed
rule to keep the rule in the TCAM. Otherwise, the value of
cache miss rule is set to low and it can be replaced soon after.
Simulation results show that the RCR has higher cache hit ratio
than LRU, RR, and ARC schemes. Our future work includes:
(1) investigate other potential wildcard rules caching algorithm
to improve the cache hit ratio and (2) refine our cache replacement algorithm to calculate the weight value of the cached rules
which is more conform to the traffic locality.
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